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Let (X, T, 7) be a transformation group, i.e., a
triple (X, T, 'r) where X is a compact.Hausdorff Space,
T a topological group and
ff X x T- X, (x, t)- xt
is continuous and satisfies
(1) xe= x where e is the identity of T
(2) (xt) s= x(ts) (t, s e T).
A closed subset Y of X is called a minimal set iff every
orbit of y in Y is dense in Y. By Zorn's lemma, it is
well-known that for any transformation group (X, T, X
contains one minimal set. Therefore, minimal sets are abundance
in transformation groups. Recent results in topological
dynamics show among other things that in general minimal sets
have interesting structures and rich properties, and their close
connections with ergodic theory can not be estimated. However,
in ergodic theory, one in general studies measure preserving
transformations which may not be one-to-one. Therefore it is
rather natural to ask if one could relax the above assumption so
that T be a semigroup. In fact, by Zorn's Lemma, one sees the
existence of the minimal set. Furthermore, it is interesting to
study the minimal sets under this more general setting. However,
a moment of reflection it is easily seen that without some
restriction on T assumption is too general and no descent
results would be possible. For instance, let X be any compact
2
T2 space and T be the semigroup of all the continuous maps
from X to X, then (X, T) is a minimal set. A natural
restriction is possibly the commutativity of T. Especially
in view, most interesting cases in dynamics or ergodic theory
is the flow being either discrete or continuous. In this note,
we shall initiate such study, i.e.;(X, T) is a minimal
transformation semigroup with X compact T2, T an abelian
semigroup, and x c X, the orbit xT is dense in X for every
x E X. Here, we find for each (X, T) there exists a minimal
transformation group (X, T) naturally associate with (X, T)
in the sense that their dynamical properties reflect on each
other.
This note is arranged as follows: In Section 1 we collect
some basic concepts. Besides, examples of minimal transformation
semigroups are given. Section 2 is denoted to the proof of the
~ ~ ~ ~
existence of (X, T) for a (X, T), (X, T)' is a minimal
extension of minimal transformation group extensions of, (X, T)
More precisely, if: (Y, T)- (X, T) where (Y, T) is a
minimal transformation group and T= TT is a T-homomorphism,
~ ~ ~
then there is a T-homomorphism : (Y, T)- (X, T) such that
the following diagram
0.(X, T) Y, T)
(X, T)
commutes. Moreover, is proximal.
3In section 2 we study dynamical relation such as proximal
relation and regional proximal relation on (X, T) and (X, T)
Let R be the collection of closed invariant equivalent relation
on (X, T) such that (X/R, T) is distal (resp. equicontinuous)
(R E R). Then Sd (resp. Se)= nR E R. In proposition 3.5
we show that (X/Se, T) (X/Se. T) where Se= Se (X, T) and
Se= Se(X, T). As an application of this result, we show (X, T)
is weakly-mixing iff (X/Se, T) is trivial, as similar to group-
case. Finally proposition 3.6 generalizes a characterization of
Se (resp. Sd) in group case ([E G, Thm 2]) to semigroup case:
Se (resp. Sd) is the smallest closed invariant equivalent relation
containing (resp. P).
In Section 4 we first show that if p is an T-invariant
measure on (X, T) then there is an T-invariant measure u
corresponding to p on (X, T). Actually, this correspondence
is one-to-one (Thm. 4.2). Using this fact, we are able to
generalize results of McMahon M to semigroup case. The proof




In this section basic concepts and facts about trans-
formation semi-groups are given. Also examples of minimal
transformation semi-groups are demonstrated.
A transformation semi-group is a triple (X, T, 7) where
X is a compact T2 space, T an topological abclian semi-group
with an identity e and
71 X X T-- X, Tr (x, t)= xt is a continuous map such
that for x E X, s, t E T,
(i) xe= x,
(ii) (xt) s= x(ts)
Remark I. If T is an abstract semi--group, discrete topology
is intended. As in topological dynamics it is found that the
topology on T is irrelevant to many problems. In this note
we assume T is discrete.
We call a subset Y of X is invariant if Yt c X
(t E T). If a transformation semigroup (X, T, Tr) (on simply
(X, T) has no proper nonempty closed invariant subset, then ii
is minimal. A minimal transformation semi-group is often named
a minimal set, as in croup case.
If T is a group, we replace "semi-group" by group
in the above terminologies.
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Remark II. Given (X, T) a minimal set. If we fix t1,
t1 (x)= xtl is a continuous function on X. If xltl= xl
1
for some xl in X, then x1tt1= xlt1t= xlt. By the
minimality of x, we conclude that t 1 induces the identity
map on X. Hence, if we identity tl and s if xt= xs for
r
some x (X, i_T I) is also a minimal set on which E V I act
strongly effective. Thus we may without of loss generality
assume that T acts strongly effectively on X
Let (X, T) and (Y, T) be two transformation semi-
groups. A continuous map V) from X to Y is a homomorphism
if (xt)= (x) t for x E X, t E T. If is in addition
univalent and onto, then it is an isomorphism. Transformation
semigroup (X, T) and (Y, T) are hence isomorphic, write
(X, T)= (Y, T)
Let XX denote the space of the family of all functions
from X to X provided with the pointwise convergence topology.
Then the closure of T in XX, denoted by E(X, T), is a
compact T2 semi-group with left multiplication continuous. We
call E (X, T) the enveloping semi-group of (X, T), (E (X, T) f T)
is a transformation semigroup in a natural way. A nonempty
subset I of E (X, T) is a right ideal of IE c I. A right
ideal is minimal if (I, T) is minimal. The theory of enveloping
semi-group was developed in Ellis [E]. We emphasize in particular
this theory do not require T to a be group. In the following,
we collect some results of this theory which we shall use:
6
(1) For each x E X, the map x: p xp (p c E (X))
is a homomorphism from E (X, T) to X, ex (E (X))= xT. If
(X, T) is minimal and I is a minimal right ideal in E(X),
6x(I)= X. Furthermore, we can choose an idempotent u in I
such that xu= x.
(2) Minimal right ideals coincide with minimal sets in
(E (X), T). They are isomorphic to each other.
(3) The set J of idempotents of a minimal ideal is
non--empty. For u E J, Iu is a subgroup of I with identity
u {Iulu c J} is a partition of I.
(4) The map (p, t)} pt of E (X) X T into E is
continuous
The maps• Lq: p-* qp of E (X) into E (X) are continuous
(q c E)
The maps Rt: p- pt of E (X) into E (X) are continuous
(t c T).
(5), Let c: (X, T)-* (Y, T) be an epimorphism. Then









Moreover is also a semigroup homomorphism.
For proofs and more details one is referred to [E1]
or [E2].
As T is abelian, (xt) s= (xs) t (x e X, s,t c T) t
may be regarded as a homomorphism on (X, T). That Xt is closed
and invariant under T implies t is onto if (X, T) is minimal.
In the following we give examples of minimal sets. Actions on
them are not univalent. Hence they cannot be viewed as minimal
transformation groups.
Example 1: Let S be a finite set X= SJ denote the set
of all bisequences an S with product topology (S discrete),
X is compact T2. Define a: X-* X. by (x a) (i)= x(i+ 1)
The symbolic flow generated by S is the transformation group
(X, a) r-=-G H. 121. Let (Y, cs) be a minimal set in (X, a)
Identify x and y if x (n)= y (n) (n= 0). Then it is easy to
check that the identified space Y1 is minimal under O', the
action induced by a on Y. But then a' is not necessary
univalent. For example, let S= {01 11, and (M, a) be the
Morse minimal set. Then, it is shown that the two elements
x= ...1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1...
y= ...0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1...
0th place
are in M and x (n)= y (n), (n=0). However, xa-1 and y6-l
8
belong to different equivalent classes. Hence a' is not one-
to-one.
In fact, we may consider the space of sequences instead
of bisequences. Using the shift transformation, we see there
are plenty minimal sets.
Example 2. [E11 let X= (Y x 1) u (Y x 2), Y is the circle.
Fix- xo c Y. Identify (X of 1),n and (x or 2) n for n=1
It is easy to see that a+
Y -invariant equivalent relation R is
obtained in this manner The diagonal A R' P where P is
the proximal relation on X. Moreover R is closed. A check
consists of examining a number of similar special cases. For
n. n.
example, let ((xo, 1) 1, (xo, 2) 1) E P, n.-+ o. Suppose
ni n. 1
n. n.
xo x E Y and that xo 1 x, then ((xo, 1) 1, (x0, 2)n1
tends to(( x, 1), (x, 1)) E A. I f now we let X1= X/R, and
be the induced map by on X1, (X,,i') is minimal. We
see that (x o, 1) and (x of 2) are mapped into the same
equivalent class. Hence is not univalent.
The above example is precisely the one obtained by J.
Auslander by modifying the Ellis minimal sets. In fact, for any
minimal set (X, S) which abelian phase group, if (X, S) admits
an endomorphism t, then (X, T) is minimal where T is the
semiqroup qenerated by t and S
9
Standing Notations:
the class of minimal transformation semigroups
the class of minimal transformation semigroups on
which T act as homeomorphisms
the class of minimal transformation groups
Let (X, T) be a minimal set. Denote E(X, T) the
enveloping semigroup of (X, T) and (I, T) a minimal right
ideal in E(X, T). J -I is the set of idempotents in I






We show that every minimal transformation semigroup
(X, T) has a proximal extension (X, T) in H (X, T) is
a minimal extension of (X, T) in the sense that if (Y, T) H
is an extension of (X, T), then it is also an extension of
(X, T). The precise statement is given in theorem 2.3.
We begin with some observations.
Proposition 2.1. Let (X, T) be a minimal set and I be a
minimal right ideal in E (X, T). Then T acts on I as
homeomorphisms.
Proof: For p E I, t E T and u E J, we've pt= upt= (ut) p.
If we let q+ be the element in I such that
q(ut)= (ut)q= u,
q (pt)= q (ut) p= up= p implies the map
p-} qp is the inverse of t
Proposition 2.2. For x0 E X and u c J such that xou= x
0
Then T restricted on xo(Iu) is univalent and onto.
Proof: Observe first, that x0 (Iu) t= xo (It)u C xo (Iu).
Therefore T maps x0 (Iu) into x0 (Iu). Now, suppose
xogt= xog' t for g, g' c G= Iu. Then xog u t= xog' u t
Since Ut is contained in the group G, xog= xog'. t
is univalent on x 0 G. On the other hand, let p be the
inverse of ut in G, then xg= xogpt, t is onto.
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Let (X, T) and (Y, T) be in . suppose is
a homomorphism from (Y . T) to (X , T) which carries yo in
Y to xo in x . By minimality of (X , T) and (Y ,T) , it
is known that such a homomorphism is unique. Sometimes we
indicate it just by (Y, yo) (X, xo) .
Theorem 2.3. Let (X, T) be in and xo X. There





(X, x) (X, xo)
For (Y, T) , (Y, yo) (X, xo), there exists
a homomorphism (Y, yo) (X, x) such that the
following diagram commutes,





If (Z, z) satisfies (1) - (3) (replace (X, x)
by (Z, z)) , then (Z, z) is isomorphic to
(X, x)
If (X, T) , then (X, T) = (X, T)
X is metric if X is metric.
Proof: Let I be a minimal right ideal in BT and u J
is such that xou = xo . Let G = Iu . Denote uo the
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uniformity on X and the relative uniformity on
from the above proposition. Let
be the smallest uniformity on such that T and
are uniformly continuous. A basis of consists of
finite intersections of the form where a
t . s T .
let be the completion of As
T and are uniformly continuous and is dense
in we conclude that elements in T and are
uniform isomorphisms, and hence, homeomorphisms.
Now we claim that (X, T) is minimal. Let
The uniformity on I is denoted
by
Notice that restricted on
is uniformly continuous: as
and implies Hence
has a unique extension from maps onto
is compact. For there exists net in G
homomotphism from (I, T) onto Then is
minimal. (1) is hence proved
For (2) , we note that is
uniformly continuous, hence i can be extended to a
uniformly continuous function from onto
is uniformly continuous and
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It is straighforward to check this extension is actually
a homomorphism from to Denote the
image of in by We have
Finally, (3) is established due to a similar argument
in (1) and a little reflection will show (4) - (6) are
valid.
Definition 2.4. Let (X, T) be in By a extension
of (X, T) we mean an extension of (X, T) satisfies
(1) -(6) in theorem 2.3 for some points in X and in
In the following we would like to construct explicitly
For (X, T) in and let and
such that Consider the product
Let be the element such that its projection on
coordinate is Let W be the orbit closure of X in
As (W, T) is minimal.
Furthermore, observe that (W, T) (X, T) is a homorphism.
If then
In particular, let
we have Hence This show
(W, T) Denote the restriction of the o-the coordinate
projection on W by then it is immediate seen that is
a homomorphism from (W, T) to (X, T) and We claim
is the extension for
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Let be a homomorphism where
(Z, T) and
then induces a homomorphism
by Let
be teh orbit closure of in
Then
The restriction of on is a homomon
phism from to W We claim (Z, T) where
is the restriction of the o-the coordinate projecti
and then (Z, T) (W, T)
Proof If p, q then
Hence
is univalent, Actually , we've shown that for any
Summing up, we' ve
Theorem 2.5. For (X, T) and u such that
Let
Then (W, T) and is the extension of
Remark In fact in theorem 2.2 and in
the above correspond in the following way:
is seen to be an isomorphism onto Moreover is open
if
topology. For a subbasis of where









is the topology on
relative to is uniform isomorphism Consequently there
exists a uniform isomorphism extends
Now it is easy to check is an isomorphism from (W, T)
onto
In the following we would like to characterize extensions
of a minimal set in another way
Let T be a group and be the Stone-Ceck compactification
of T
is seen to be a transformation group. Moreover
it is a universal transformation group of T (i.e., it is the
maximal" transformation group with phase group T) . A right
minimal ideal I is seen to be a universal minimal
transformation group. For details we refer to Chap . 7
when T is an abelian semi-group with identity we remark that
universal transformation semigroup and universal minimal transfor
mation semigroup also exist. More precisely, let be the
Stone-Cech compactification of T , we have
Proposition 2.6











(3) The semigroup structure on induces the semi
group structure on T .
(4) is a transformation semigroup (T induce
actions on as (2) shown). If (X, T) is a point transitive
transformation semigroup, then there exists an epimorphism
(X. T)
Proposition 2.7. Let I be a right Z minimal ideal in
(I, T) saatisfies
(1) (I, T) is minimal
(2) If (X, T) is minimal, then there exists
(Z, T) (X, T)
(3) If (Y, T) satisfies (1) and (2), then (I, T) (Y, T)
Denote C(X) the family of all complex-valued continuous
functions on X where X is compact andd the maximal
ideal space of C(X). It is well-known that is homeomorphic
to X . If (X, T) for
defines action of T on then is isomorphic to
(X, T)
is a T-subalgebra of C(X) if A is a
subalgebra of C(X) such that A is closed, the
tf A and
denotes complex conjugate of f) Let the maximal ideal space
of A be is isomorphic and isometric (in sup-norm)
to A . Henceforth we identify A and
Consider the following adjoint diagram:
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e(embedding)
where fe*(X)=(ef)(x) X,f C(MA)).e* is onto as e
is one -to -one. Let R= (X,y) X x X :e* (X) =e* (y) Then
R is a closed T-invariant equivalent relation on X and X/R
is homeomorphic to is therefore a transformation
semigroup and furthermore, e* : (x,T) (MA.T) is a
T-homomorphism.
Theorem 2.8, Let (X,T) and If (Y,T)
and (Y,T) (X, T) is a homomorphism,
then (X, X )= for some w in where A is the
closed subalgbra of C (Y) generated by and
is the adjoint map of
proof. Let I be a universal minimal ideal of T. For
(X,T) (I,T) (X,T) where is a
homomorphism. The adjoint map of from C (X) to C (I)
is denoted by
As (I,T) we may speak t -1 -translate of elements
in C(I) . Let 4 be the crosed subalgebra generated by (C(X))
and
Clearly A is a T-subalgebra. A =C (MA))
where MA is the maximal ideal space of A. Moreover.as
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implies tf A is thus a transformation semi-group
on which T act as homeomorphisms. Let e be the embedding
of A in C(I) defined by (ef) (p) (p I, f A)
is a homomorphism from (I, T) to Hence is
minimal where such that
is injective
is an extension of (X, T)





is the adjoint map of and respectively.
Let be the clsed subalgebra generated by and
Then
As is invariant under translate
we've Conversely, for f f can be approxi
mated by functions of the form (notice that
Hence
can be approximated by
19
We con clude that
then is isomorphic and isometric to A




Without loss of generality consider (X, T) in
explicitly form as shown in theorem 2.4. Suppose
p, q E(X, T) we show and




After all, we have show that given (X, T) in and
there exists a and
is a T-homomorphism. Furthermore, if
then there exists is a
-homomorphism such that the following diagram




In this section we shall study some basic dynamic properties
concerning minimal transformation semigroup (X, T) and its
extension
A relation R on X is said to be invariant iff
Let
be the collection of all closed invariant
equivalent relations on X such that (X/R, T) distal (resp.
equicontinuous) for R Then Sd (resp. Se)
Thus (X/Sd, T) (resp. (X/Sc, T) is the largest distal (resp.
equicontinuous) factor of (X, T) . Furthermore (X/Sd, T), and
(X/Se, T) are in and (resp is
distal (resp. equicontinuous). (See proposition 3.4.) Let
In proposition 3.5 we show
and Thus (X, T)
and have the same largest distal and equicontinuous
factors.
Analogous to the group-case, for (X, T) transformation
semigroup, proximal relation P(X, T) and regional proximal
relation O(X, T) of (X, T) are defined by
P(X, T)
a index on X }
o(X T)
a index on X}
respectively.
In case T is a group, Sd (resp. Se) is characterized
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as the smallest closed invariant equivalent relation on X
which contains P(X, T) (resp. O(X, T) . However, these
characterizations are still valid if T is an abelian semi-
group. See Proposotion 3.6.
Firstly we state an assertion which will be used from time
to time
Proposition 3.1.
Suppose (X, T) is a transformation semi-
group on which T act is homeomorphisms. Let
If where s is a subsemigroup of then
(X, S) is minimal if is.
Proof. Let I E(X, S) be a minimal right ideal. Then
(I, S) (X, S) defined by
is a homomorphism. We prove (X, S) is minimal by showing
that is onto.
For p, q I, there is an I such that
Lr(q) = rq = pu, qu = q. If s I , Lr(q)s = pus = ps .
Hence Lr(q) and p are proximal. If we can show Lr
is a T-homomorphism, then by theorem 4 in [A]




Consequently minimal right ideals in E
minimal right ideals in E
But as minimal, any minimal right ideal in E
maps onto X , hence is onto
Proposition 3.2 Let E(X, T) and E be the envelop
ing semi-group on (X, T) and respectively, then
(E(X, T), T) T). Furthermore, they are isomorphic as
semigroup. Hence, minimal ideals in E(X, T) and E are
isomorphic.
Proof;
Let I be a minimal right ideal of E(X, T). For
choose u such that Then there
exist homorphisms (also semi-group homomorphisms) and
such that the diagram
Commutes See pg. 20 As E (I, T) E (X, T) is
an isomorphism is an isomorphism (also semi-group isomorphism).
Proposition 3.3. Let (x, T) and Then
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(X, T) is distal (resp. equicontinuous) iff is distal
(resp. equicontinuous)
Proof: (X, T) is distal (resp. equicontinuous) iff E(X, T)
is a group (resp. a group of homeomorphisms from X to X).
By proposition 3.2, E(X, T) and is also
semi-group isomorphism. The results thus follow




Proof: We prove (2) and (1) may be justified by the same
steps.
It is obvious that (X/Se, T) (X/Se then
is equicontinuous and also equicontinuous factor of
where and (X, T)
On the other hand, as proximal
(X, T) and then is
induced. Thus
We call transformation semigroup (X, T) erqodic if every
closed invariant subset of X is nowhere dense and (X, T) is
weakly-mixing if
X X, T) is ergodic. Recall that the structure
group of (X, To is E(X/Se, T)
24
Corollary 3.5 Let (X, T) and X metric. The
folowing statements are equivalent:
(1) is weakly-mixing
(2) (X, T) is weakly-mixing
(2) is trivial
(4) is trivial
Proof: (1) (2) Let C X X is closed invariant, then
is closed and invariant. Hence
(2) (1) Let (a, b E(X))
be a transitive point Consider the
extension fo X and in its explicit form as in
Theorem 2.4, it is straightforward to show is
transitive in
(3) (4) Proposition 3.5
(4) (1) R, Theorem 3.4
Proposition 3.6. (1) Sd is the smallest closed invariant
equivalent relation containing P(X, T)
(2) Se is the smallest closed ubvariant equivalent
relation containing O(X, T) .
Proof: (1) see 5.23
(2) Let index on X
index on X
and
be the canonical map from X , to X/Se.
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Observe first that if (X, y)
then for every infex in X there exist and in I
such that Denote the homomorphism :
(X, T) (X/Sd, T) by Then
Hence diagonal in X/Sd X/Sd .
(X, T) Sd Se Now for (x, y) U,V n'd of x, y
respectively and
an index on X . there exists (x', y')
U V As Se is closed, we conclude Se
Let R be a closed invariant equivalent relation on X
with R As P R that R is closed and invariant
implies R Let be a extension of (X, T),
(X, T) (X, T)
index on
Hence and then (X/R, T) is equicontinuous.
26
SECTION 4.
Let (X, T) be in Let be an T-invariant measure
(invariant under T) on X. There corresponds an invariant
measure on where is a extension of (X, T) .
Actually this correspondence is one-to one. As a consequence,
we generalize a result of McMahon [M] on transformation group to
semi-group.
Let (X, T) be a transformation semigroup where X is a
compact
space and T is abelian. Denote M(X) the set of
all reular Borel probability measures on X . M(X) the a
compact (in C(X)-toplology) convex set. Recall that M(X) is
a T-invariant measure if A Borel subset
of X) . This is equivalent to the condition that
for every in C(X) . Let be the set of
Borel T-invariant probability measure on X , then MT M By
Markov theorem S, v.10.6 is always non-empty.
Let (Y, T) be an extension of (X, T) and
(Y, T) (X, T) . The adjoint of from C(X) to C(Y) is
denoted by also induces a homomorphism from M(Y)
to M(X) as follows. Let M(Y) and f C(X) M(X)
is defined by
Moreover is affine, i.e.,
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M(Y) 0 Define by
C(X) Then (M(Y), T) (M(X)T) is a homomorphism of
Transformation semi-group.
Proposition 4.1. Let (X, T) be in and be
its
extension. (X, T) Suppose is a
T-invariant probability measure on X . Then there exists a
invariant probability measure on such that
Proof: Notice that (1) C(X) is isomorphic and isometric
to C(X) (in sup-norm) . is also an algebra
homomorphism.
(2) Any product of elements in
may be represented by
For
means
is omitted) Let t and
(3)
Any elemnt in the algebra generated by
and is of the form
w log . any
element in B is of the form
for some n. But
28
Define a linear functional on as folows. For
g g for some t T and f C(X)
If then and
Hence is
well-defined. By theorem 2.7 we know that B is dense in
(in sup-norm topology) may be extended to a linear functional
on
satisfies (1) 1 (2) is
invariant and (3) f C(X)) . By Riesz
representation theorem we conclude that is a probability
measure on
Now, let be a invariant measure on then
Together with the implication of proposition 4.1 maps
onto Actually is one-to-one. If for
in then
29
Hence and coincide on B and then on
Let be the restriction of on As
is a closed convex subset of we conclude:
Theorem 4.2. (X), T) is an
isomorphism. is affinely isomorphic to
Corollary 4.3. (a) is eergodic iff is
ergodic;
(b) is uniquely ergodic iff is
uniqurly ergodic.
Proof: By theorem 4.2 and [W, 5.15] .
We now generalize results of McMahon [M] to semi-group case.
The methods used illustrate how to apply in studying (X, T) .
pROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose (X, T) and is a T-invariant
measure on X . Let N be a closed invariant subset of X X
(i.e.' N and let
Let K= K(N) ={(x, y) Then k is a closed
invariant equivalent relation on X containing O(X, T)
Proof: Let be a extension of (X, T) and
(X, T) By theorem 4.2 there exists a invariant




For x, y X let p, q in be such that y
then
Hence
By [M] lemma 1.2,
and is a closed invariant
equivalent relation is equicontinuous.
Therefore O(X, T) K by proposition 3.6.
Theorem 4.5. If is an invariant measure on X, then
O(X, T) = Se .
Proof: Let index on
index on
(1) for (x, y) U,V n'd of x, y
respectively, there exists proximal in
and hence proximal in (x, y)




as (X, T) is uniformly continuous. Therefore
follows from [M, Theorem 1.5] .
O = Se .
32
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